July 11, 2019

Dear Members of Congress,

As 235 religious leaders and 51 faith-based organizations across faith traditions, we write to express our strong support for, and urge all Members of Congress to cosponsor, the Protecting Sensitive Locations Act of 2019, which would expand and codify the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) existing “sensitive locations” policy and ensures that immigrants are able to worship, access education, and receive medical care without fear of deportation. This legislation would prevent Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE), Customs and Border Protection (CBP), and any individual designated to perform immigration enforcement functions from engaging in immigration enforcement actions at or within 1,000 feet of sensitive locations like schools, hospitals, courthouses, and places of worship without prior approval and exigent circumstances. We know from sacred texts across faith traditions that nations will be judged by how they treat the most vulnerable: the widow, the orphan, the refugee, during trying times.

ICE and CBP operations have significantly increased as federal immigration offices conduct regular immigration raids, hire more immigration enforcement agents, detain families and children seeking asylum, and force local police to serve as federal immigration agents. Our undocumented neighbors across the country have been targeted – such as men coming out of a church ministry that provides shelter in extremely cold conditions, a father dropping off his children at school, domestic violence victims at courthouses, and a mother with a brain tumor at a hospital.

As ICE and CBP continue these egregious actions, people fear seeking services like shelter they desperately need to survive, and community leaders are reporting that people are afraid to go to school, hospitals, and places of worship. It is devastating that people may even choose conditions that lead to fatal circumstances, including hypothermia and unaddressed medical emergencies, due to DHS’s irresponsible actions. We know that immigration raids on immigrant families do not make our cities any safer, and invading sensitive locations serves only to inject fear into our communities.

Violations of the administration’s own sensitive locations policy engenders panic and fear, making families afraid to send their children to school, seek medical attention or other services, practice their religion at houses of worship, or report if they are victims of or witnesses to a crime. Our immigrant neighbors deserve to feel safe and supported in places like churches, schools, hospitals, and courthouses. They similarly deserve to feel safe whenever they travel to or from these locations. The Protecting Sensitive Locations Act helps protect our community members by ensuring ICE and CBP - and any other individual performing immigration enforcement functions - follow humane practices in its enforcement actions without isolating vulnerable community members.

Faith communities have demonstrated unwavering commitment to our immigrant neighbors, including more than 1,000 congregations that have pledged support for the Sanctuary Movement and 1,000+ faith leaders who have opposed policies that force local police to be immigration agents. We draw from the scriptural call to love thy neighbor and welcome the sojourner by standing with our brothers and sisters to stop harmful deportations that tear families apart.

Violating sensitive locations, reducing community safety, and failing to protect those in need are affronts to our country’s values of family unity, fairness and equality. We pray that in your process of discernment, compassion for immigrants and their families will touch your hearts. We call on all Members of Congress to cosponsor the Protecting Sensitive Locations Act and ensure immigrant families and our communities are not torn apart. Let us reflect the best of our nation by extending hospitality and living out our American values that help our communities thrive.
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